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Abstract: Recreational fishing trips constitute a significant part of the tourism business in many countries. Linking fisheries to tourism can be both a response to the need to create innovative tourism products and the need to find new sources of income for fisheries to make them more profitable and sustainable. This leads to the question of whether Bangladesh can be developed as a Fisheries-Based Ecotourism (FbE) destination. Though several types of research have been done concerning the prospects of ecotourism in Bangladesh, the feasibility of FbE specifically remains under-studied. Based on a literature review and stakeholder interviews, this study explores the concept of FbE in a Bangladeshi context and its potential impacts on socio-economic community life as well as on the environment. This paper makes the case that the diversified topography of Bangladesh—including the riverine flat alluvial plains, hills and valleys, deciduous and evergreen forests, lakes, seashores, and beaches—is ripe with potential for FbE development. With its focus on the prospects and challenges of FbE development in Bangladesh, this paper could provide a useful reference point for future discourse on these sorts of cultural and economic strategies.
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1. Introduction

Ecotourism focuses on the enhancement of natural systems through tourism [1]. The International Ecotourism Society (TIES), defines ecotourism as “responsible travel to natural areas that conserves the environment, sustains the well-being of the local people and involves interpretation and education” [2]. Ecotourism thus involves environment-friendly support for local livelihood diversification and nature conservation sustainably [3]. Ecotourism can also contribute to increasing sustainable productivity, infrastructure development in remote areas and boosting the employment rate in local communities [4].

Apart from being an important protein source and supporting vital ecosystem functions, fishing also provides recreational benefits [5,6]. Many tourists are losing interest in the traditional sun, sand and sea packages and are instead looking to experience something more actively engaging. For some, fishing activities and exploring cultures with an ancient fishing heritage can be significant attractions [7]. Thus Fisheries-Based Ecotourism (FbE) has received increasing attention in recent years. This can involve a wide range of activities, including recreational spin-cast fishing, excursions...
in professional fishing vessels, learning from locals about alternative fishing methods and fishing gear, game fishing and discovering exotic marine environments and their biodiversity [8].

While there is no universal definition for fishing tourism, recreational fishing ranks as one of the most popular leisure activities in the world today. It is both an integral part of modern culture and an important sector within the global tourism industry [9]. The primary source of global fishing tourists is the United States, and recreational fishing adds approximately $115 billion annually and 800,000 jobs [10,11]. In North America, fees paid by recreational fishers in the forms of excise taxes, fishing licenses, additional license stamps to fish in restricted areas, and equipment registration fees directly support fisheries management, conservation efforts, and outdoor recreation opportunities [12]. Australians and New Zealanders are also avid anglers though, and they currently account for around 70% of fishing tourism in Pacific Island countries [13]. Recreational fishing is also popular in Asian countries which are home to some of the world’s highest altitude river systems, including Malaysia, Thailand, Mongolia, the Maldives, China, Japan, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, and India [14].

In Europe, sports fishing is an over a €20 billion per year business, between money spent in tackle shops and then on boats, electronics, clothing, fishing vacation travel expenses, fishing licenses, charter boats, fishing guides, hotels, boat fuel and services, and port taxes [15]. In recent years sports fishing tourism has been established there as a strategy to compensate for fishers’ short-term losses related to the establishment of Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) [16]. Another traditional fishing ground for Europeans is the North Sea. However, most of the primary fishing tourism sites in Europe are on inland rivers: the Laxá River in Iceland, the Alta River in Norway, Rio Ebro in Spain and the rivers of Finnish Lapland. Significant European ocean fishing sites include Scotland’s Orkney Islands, the West Coast of Ireland and the Canary Islands. The alpine lakes of Switzerland and northern Italy are also famous for their fishing tourism [17].

FbE tourism is a new type of proposal for the tourism industry, both for established coastal tourism destinations, where innovation and differentiation strategies are necessary to survive and to maintain their markets within the fierce international competition in the field; and for hinterland destinations, where the development of tourism can serve as a means of supporting otherwise endangered local communities and traditions by marketing them as local attractions [18]. Combining the attractions of fishing tourism with the principles of Ecotourism, it attempts to provide environmentally responsible and culturally sensitive forms of travel to fishery areas and on recreational fishing expeditions within these areas [19]. By offering fishers an opportunity to supplement their incomes and by encouraging them to maintain the traditional character of their environment as a condition for drawing in tourists, FbE can help encourage more sustainable growth patterns in the artisanal fishing sector in particular, and it can offer fresh hope for the preservation of this way of life [20]. Fishing tourists with the opportunity to come aboard local fishing boats as paying guests, allowing them to appreciate the natural beauty of these aquatic vistas from an unobtrusive perspective right on the water. Local fishers, in turn, can act as tour guides and expert instructors in traditional fishing methods and equipment, the marine environment and fishing heritage of the local community [21]. These excursion packages can be further developed to include preparation of traditional local cuisine onboard the boat and possibilities to go out after larger game fish. The cultural interactions that such excursions afford are mutually enriching on many levels.

The tourism sector in Bangladesh currently employs over 1 million people, generating a total value of $8.4 million each year [22]. Geographically, Bangladesh is ideally positioned and suited to become an ecotourism destination. It is a river-rich country, with three mighty rivers—the Padma, the Meghna and the Jamuna—each with many tributaries and distributaries, providing many scenic locations surrounded by pristine jungles, dramatic waterfalls, and exotic wildlife in the hilly districts [23]. Thus, there are abundant opportunities for recreational fishing in Bangladesh which can bring much benefit to the country and can function as an essential tool for sustainable human development; including poverty alleviation, employment generation, and the development of rural areas. Several studies are focusing on the potential of tourism and eco-tourism in Bangladesh (see the supplementary
materials-Table S1). However, they have either focused on the general status of tourism for the whole of Bangladesh or specific tourist sites. Thus, relatively little is known about the current state of the FbE sector, and limited studies are focusing on the potentials of FbE in Bangladesh. To address this knowledge gap, the present study considers the questions:

- How much potential does Bangladesh have to expand FbE? and
- What possible challenges might arise in the implementation of FbE in Bangladesh?

To answer these questions, this study will review the status quo of tourism in Bangladesh in terms of fisheries sectors; it will identify the potentials and challenges of FbE. Finally, it will offer a management strategy for FbE in Bangladesh and make recommendations for its implementation. The findings of this study will contribute by informing policymakers of the potential for FbE and recommendations made here could also be applied in other countries with similar ecological and socio-economic contexts.

**Conceptual Framework**

Sustainable tourism has been defined by the United Nations’ World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) as: “Tourism that takes full account of its current and future economic, social and environmental impacts, addressing the needs of visitors, the industry, the environment, and host communities” [24]. We adopted the sustainable tourism framework concept of Janusz and Bajdor [25] as the conceptual framework for this present study (Figure 1). The appeal of their concept was its balanced grounding in environmental, social, and economic matters. Sustainable fishing tourism activities should be characterized as follows [24]:

- Making the best use of natural resources, proper environmental management processes and efforts to preserve biodiversity.
- Demonstrating respect for the socio-cultural identity of the local community, and working towards the preservation of cultural and traditional values, as well as enabling intercultural understanding and tolerance.
- Guaranteeing real and lasting economic progress in the society by enabling all of the actors involved to have stable employment and access to increased income-earning opportunities.

Also, sustainable tourism is highly dependent on the ability to increase the financial benefits, achieved by all participants involved in the tourism sector, including the ability to support social, cultural, and environmental heritage [25].

![Figure 1. Adopted conceptual framework of sustainable fishery-based tourism [25].](image-url)
2. Methods

2.1. Study Areas

The geographical areas considered in the present study as potential sites for fisheries tourism in Bangladesh (Figure 2) are the following:

- the Sundarban Mangrove Forest—a world heritage site which covers approximately 10,000 km$^2$ and recognized as the largest mangrove forest in the world,
- Cox’s Bazar—the current tourist capital of Bangladesh, attracting both international and domestic tourists for its beaches, rainforest, and wildlife,
- Nijhum Dwip—a cluster of islands covering 164 km$^2$ and holding the second-largest Mangrove forest in Bangladesh,
- Kuakata—Bangladesh’s second-largest sea beach, located in the south-eastern part of the country,
- Tanguar haor—a unique wetland ecosystem, covering 100 km$^2$ in the Sunamganj district of Bangladesh,
- Hakaluki haor—another vital wetland resource, covering 180 km$^2$, which is wholly inundated during monsoons,
- Chalan Beel—a massive wetland area covering around 1600 km$^2$ spread across three districts in the North-Western part of Bangladesh,
- Arial Beel—Bangladesh’s second-largest wetland, covering 136 km$^2$. 

*Figure 2. Location of Bangladesh in the world map and fisheries tourism spots in Bangladesh.*
• Kaptai Lake—created by damming the Karnaphuli River near Kaptai in the Rangamati district in 1961, and one of the most significant human-made freshwater resources in South-East Asia,
• The Ratargul Swamp Forest—a freshwater swamp forest sometimes referred to as the Amazon of Bangladesh,
• The Chittagong Hill Tracts—through the districts of Rangamati, Khagrachari, and Bandarban districts, a mass of hills carved with the valleys of the Karnapuli, Feni, Shangu and Matamuhuri rivers, dotted with dramatic cliffs and ravines, and covered with dense jungles, and bamboo forests,
• The major rivers of Bangladesh—the Padma, the Jamuna and the Meghna,
• The Bay of Bengal—the world’s largest bay, located in the northeastern part of the Indian Ocean, bordered by India, Bangladesh, and Myanmar.

2.2. Research Methods

This study is based on a synthesis of secondary and primary data, assessed using qualitative methods. A qualitative methodology is most suitable for the exploration of a phenomenon within its context and considered from a broader range of perspectives. It provides a range of lenses through which to view the phenomenon, allowing for multiple aspects to be revealed and understood [26]. Qualitative methods are further suitable for considering our subject matter, because they take all data to be symbolic representations which need to be interpreted in subjective and contextual ways [27]. This is especially important concerning the questions of balance inherent to our conceptual framework. A qualitative approach enabled us to consider our respondents’ areas of expertise more flexibly. Then finally in this regard, since FbE has yet to become fully operationalized in Bangladesh; we cannot yet analyze its statistical ramifications quantitatively, and thus we come to a qualitative methodology somewhat by default.

Primary data were collected through in-depth individual interviews with tourism stakeholders of the following categories: eco-tour operators, angling club members, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), environmental specialist, restaurant owners, travel agencies, artisanal fishers, academics, and officials from the Ministries of Civil Aviation and Tourism during November and December of 2017. Ninety in-depth interviews were conducted, with ten interviewees from each stakeholder group. In-depth individual interviews provided us with an understanding of details regarding each interviewee’s personal and cultural perspectives, life experiences and economic circumstances as expressed in their own words [28]. Interviews were semi-structured, which allowed for free-flowing conversation as well. At the beginning of the interview, interviewees were presented with the idea of fishing tourism as a conversation starter. They were then asked what they knew or thought about the status of eco-tourism in Bangladesh, and whether they felt that allocating resources to the promotion of such in the forests and coastal, marine and freshwater areas of Bangladesh might be worth the investment. They were then asked for their perspectives on the potential benefits and challenges of implementing fishery-based tourism in Bangladesh. From there, the conversation was directed towards what types of initiatives that should be taken by the government and other agencies to overcome such challenges, and what types of management strategies might be implemented for FbE in Bangladesh. Individual interviews lasted 50–60 min on average, and by prior consent, were audio-recorded.

For secondary information, a literature review related to tourism, ecotourism, fishing tourism, angling, recreational fishing, relevant policy documents in Bangladesh and other countries was conducted using online search engines (see the supplementary materials-Table S1).

The content analysis method was used for data analyses [30]. More specifically, in this study, we used the inductive approach to content analysis, which is particularly suited to developing new theories or new categories under established ones [31]. The theories we set out to develop were in answer to the questions of how those most directly concerned see the potential benefits and challenges involved in introducing FbE in Bangladesh’s rural fishery areas and along the nation’s waterways. The steps involved in the inductive approach to content analysis involved a preparation phase and an organizing phase, and they progressed in a manner seen in Figure 3 above.
The preparation phase included selecting the unit of analysis (potentials and challenges of FbE) and devising a strategy for gathering the primary data (setting up a series of semi-structured interviews to provide an overview and holistic perspective on the challenges FbE could entail). During the preparation phase, all the recorded interviews were written in Bengali first and then translated into English. In the organizing phase, the steps included open coding (coding interview transcripts to issues emerging), grouping (clustering themes, and then labeling the clusters), categorization (describing the central phenomena), and abstraction (formulating a general description of the research topic in terms of the categories generated) [32].

We clustered interview material according to issues that stakeholders felt should be considered in the process of promoting and implementing FbE. As a result of inductive content analysis, the following data categories were formed: (i) the present status of tourism, ecotourism and fishing tourism in Bangladesh, (ii) potential for FbE in the aquatic systems of Bangladesh, (iii) possible negative impacts of FbE, (iv) practical challenges entailed in FbE, (v) management strategy to enhance FbE in Bangladesh.
From there, we connected the proposals for FbE arising within our primary data with the existing literature in the field, enabling us to discuss some little-examined issues regarding FbE. We illustrate the key findings from our empirical material with direct quotations which exemplify the categories into which portions of the interview transcripts were clustered. No qualitative data analysis software was used in this study; all of the analysis here was carried out manually.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Present Status of Tourism and Ecotourism in Bangladesh (Secondary Source Findings)

Tourism in Bangladesh is a developing industry. In the year 2016, nearly 200,000 visitors from abroad visited Bangladesh for different purposes, and by 2027 that number is forecast to rise by approximately 20% [33]. Several studies have been conducted focusing on the potential for tourism and eco-tourism in Bangladesh (see the supplementary material-Table S1). The potentiality and sustainability of eco-tourism in Bangladesh largely depends on a steady flow of visitors coming to the country, without significantly damaging the natural resources the tourists have traveled there to appreciate in the process [34]. Making Bangladesh a money-making eco-tourism destination will require political stability, a positive approach by the government, active participation by the local population, and smooth and effective promotional campaigns both locally and internationally [35].

In Bangladesh, there is no compelling national tourism plan to guide entrepreneurs and investors. Nor has Bangladesh historically ever made any concerted effort at exploiting its tourism potential. Furthermore, there is a severe lack of management in this sector at the national, regional and local levels [36]. All of this needs to change if Bangladesh wants to utilize tourism as a means of promoting national economic development and societal progress. Recently, however, there have been publicity campaigns from both the public and private sectors to develop awareness of the possibilities for tourism in the country [37]. The government enacted an ordinance in May 2010 which empowers it to designate an area as a tourism site and to control the development of such areas [38]. This law may help motivate the relevant authorities to start identifying potential tourism areas in the country [39]. Prompt identification and designation of tourist attractions could get momentum for tourism development started in the country. Both investors and consumers would then be progressively motivated to take advantage of these potential opportunities [37].

3.2. Potentials of FbE in the Aquatic Systems of Bangladesh (Secondary Source Findings)

Bangladesh is considered one of the most suitable regions for fisheries in the world, with the world’s largest flooded wetland and the third-largest aquatic biodiversity in Asia, after China and India [40]. Approximately 260 species of freshwater fish are found in the inland water bodies of Bangladesh, and the fisheries can broadly be classified into three categories: inland capture fisheries, inland aquaculture, and marine fisheries [41]. These fisheries also play a vital role in the national economy, adding 3.69% to Bangladesh’s GDP [42]. The total length of the rivers is 24,140 km that covers 8% area of the country [43]. Also, the river system of Bangladesh has been categorized into five major networks. The Jamuna–Brahmaputra system (292 km), the Padma–Ganges system (258 km), the Surma–Meghna system (669 km), the Padma–Meghna system (145 km) and the Karnaphuli system (420 km) [44].

Fisheries tourism can be divided into two segments (freshwater fishing and marine water fishing) based on Bangladesh’s geographic position. Bangladesh has an enormous area of wetlands including rivers and streams, freshwater lakes, and marshes, haors, baors, beels, water storage reservoirs, fish ponds, flooded cultivated fields and estuarine systems with extensive mangrove swamps. Haors, baors, beels, and jheels are of fluvial origin and are commonly identified as freshwater wetlands. Also, they play an essential role in the ecology, economy, and livelihood of the country. Bangladesh is estimated to possess 70,000–80,000 km² of wetlands in the form of permanent rivers and streams (4800 km²), estuarine and mangrove swamps (6100 km²), shallow lakes and marshes (1200–2900 km²),
large reservoirs (900 km$^2$), small ponds and tanks (1500–1800 km$^2$), shrimp ponds (900–1150 km$^2$) and seasonally flooded floodplains (57,700 km$^2$) [45].

Qualitative Interview Findings

Findings of qualitative interviews indicated both prospects and constraints on the implementation of FbE in Bangladesh. One academic stated during his interview that, “Besides rivers, Bangladesh offers a beautiful opportunity for marine sports fishing in the Bay of Bengal. It has more than 120 km of shoreline and many hotels and resorts to support both shoreline and deep-sea fishing. So, the whole country can be considered as an angling ground.” Citing fishery-based tourism as a new concept in the Bangladeshi context, the head of a tourism association stated: “Fishery-based tourism exists in Bangladesh on a lesser scale. There are some private tour operators and angling clubs that arrange fishing trips in the rivers to do basic spin-casting or fly fishing.” Furthermore, some of the potential options for fishery-based tourism and how the aquatic systems of Bangladesh can be used in fishing-related tourism were discussed during the interviews with different stakeholders. The discussions can be summarized in terms of the following quotes:

- A government official from Bangladesh Parjatan Corporation (BPC) said: “Going out with the fishers, listening to their stories, watching them while they haul in their nets and collect the catch; spending a day spent on board a fishing boat one can almost become a skilled fisher. Tour operators can arrange such excursions for both local and foreign tourists in the rivers and the Bay of Bengal. However, the fishing boats would have to be equipped with standard lifesaving equipment, and their crews would need to be properly trained as well.”

- A local tour operator from Chittagong stated: “One FbE activity related to tourism can be to arrange fishing tournaments all over the country (in the big rivers, lakes, wetlands and big ponds) for local and foreign tourists. These events are sport fishing competitions that generate significant revenue for the host communities, both by attracting anglers to compete and by creating a festive atmosphere for attendees. In addition to the tourism-related benefits, tournaments can offer means of voluntary data collection, increased fishing license revenues, promotion of the quality fishing available and the possibility to increase sales for the tournament’s sponsors.” Related to the same issue, an academic said: “To promote the conservation of game fish as well as responsible and ethical angling practices, tournament organizers can develop angling rules oriented towards no-kill fishing and minimizing post-release mortality of the fish caught. Tagging of fish and other citizen science initiatives are also commonly promoted through angling clubs.”

- An expert angler stated regarding the possibilities for fly fishing in Bangladesh: “Fly fishing is widely practiced in India, Nepal, and Bhutan. Fly fishing may open tremendous opportunities for sports fishing in Bangladesh as well. However, the sorts of aquatic insects and larvae which the fish naturally live off of in the rivers of Bangladesh have their character, so to make it work, the flies used in this sport would have to be appropriately matched to those in the local environment.”

- An eco-tour operator from Cox’s Bazar said: “Saltwater angling has not been widely practiced in Bangladesh, though the country is full of potential for saltwater angling adventures in the Bay of Bengal. The potential and possibilities for saltwater fishing in Bangladesh are beyond description! Some systematic survey of these hidden treasures needs to be done so that everyone knows about them. The government should take steps to produce a major advertising campaign to attract anglers and fishing tourists or from all over the world.”

- Hilsa (Tenualosa ilisha) is the single most valuable species of fish in Bangladesh’s fisheries—regarding sales, employment and even cultural identity. Hilsa is often hailed as the “Queen of fishes” and is known for its unique aroma. During the interviews, a restaurant owner from Sundarban mangrove areas added: “There is something very special to the local people about cooking up the freshest possible hilsa, right on the boat while still out on the big rivers. So one thing that can be arranged as part of FbE is these sorts of fishing and dining cruises, for locals as well as for international tourists.”
3.3. Possible Impacts of FbE

Tourism, in general, can bring many economic, social, and environmental benefits, particularly in rural areas and developing countries [46]. This is, even more, the case with fisheries tourism. An academic from the Department of Economics at the University of Chittagong, expressed his perspective regarding the economic benefits of tourism, including fishing tourism, as follows: “Tourists are an economic force which enhances the government’s monetary base. Tourists pay taxes like most other people. Since they come from different regions or countries, their expenditure stands for an increased tax base for the host government. The fishing tourism industry also helps the private sector by generating income as wages for households. Various jobs related to tourism create wages for the family. Furthermore, fishing tourism can cause businesses to flourish—both for local businesses and larger corporations—such as hotels, tour operators, travel agencies, marketing consortiums. Through the creation of new employment opportunities, out-migration, as well as poverty, can be reduced.”

Another respondent, a fisher from the Sundarbans mangrove forest area, stated his opinion about integrating fishery operations and tourism thus: “I have been fishing for the last 20 years. I have not heard about fishery tourism before. This is a new thing for me, and I would not have imagined that something like FbE can be carried out in the Sundarban mangrove forest. Well, we fishers in this mangrove area catch fish in the local rivers and sell the catch on the market or consume it ourselves. I have seen people come here to see the beauty of the forest from other parts of the country and even from abroad. However, there are lots of small rivers and canals, and a variety of fish found in the mangrove forest. In my opinion, there is much potential for integrating fishery activities and tourism in this mangrove forest. Such initiatives may attract more tourists that will increase economic activity and ultimately bring prosperity to the local community. No doubt, fishing tourism would merely supplement our primary income (from fishing) rather than replace it.”

Socially, tourism has an enormous influence on host societies. In addition to revenue, fishing tourism can bring a real sense of pride and identity to communities. Also, social contacts between tourists and local people may result in mutual appreciation, understanding, increased tolerance, cultural awareness, learning, family bonding, respect, and even friendships [47]. A representative of one of the local NGOs in the coastal district of Patuakhali, working to support the coastal fishers’ welfare, expressed his opinion about the possible social and cultural benefits of fishing tourism as follows: “If it is possible to integrate fishery operations with tourism in this locality, it will create new employment opportunities, hence reducing out-migration as well as poverty. The locals can know the outside world without leaving their homes, while their visitors can learn a great deal about a distinctive culture. Furthermore, local communities benefit from tourism through its contribution to social infrastructure improvements, such as schools, libraries, health centers, and internet cafes. However, we should also be aware of social conflicts that might arise and consider possible ways to mitigate them beforehand.”

Furthermore, if local culture is the basis for attracting tourists to the region, this can help to preserve local traditions and handicrafts which might have been on the brink of extinction [48]. Otter fishing, for instance, is a centuries-old tradition in Bangladesh, where fishers have been using trained otters to chase fish into their nets—a rare technique passed on from father to son, that relies on coordination between man and otter. One academic brought up this example during our interviews and said, “Such fishing techniques might be exciting for both locals and foreign tourists to watch. Otter fishing in Bangladesh is on the edge of dying out and arranging exhibitions of this fishing technique for tourists could help preserve the cultural tradition of Bangladesh and may encourage the fishers to hold onto their heritage a bit longer.”

The primary positive impacts of fishing tourism activities would be the sustainable development of the coastal region and the valorization of its historical and socio-cultural vocation and heritage. By recognizing the leading role of professional fishers have played in shaping coastal areas, by promoting the value of local fishery products and, in many cases, by increasing appreciation for traditional artisanal fisheries, FbE can lead to a reduction in the economic and existential desperation which leads to over-fishing and thus lead to improved conservation of fish and marine resources [31].
Cox’s Bazar stated his perspective regarding the potential environmental benefits of FbE thus: “Fishery tourism may provide environmental benefits, such as the protection of habitat and fish stocks. However, a collaboration between angler organizations, managers, commercial fishers, and scientists is of great importance, and fishery-based tourism stakeholders should be proactively engaged in fishery management to help develop interdisciplinary management approaches.”

3.4. Challenges of FbE

Tourism, mainly marine and coastal tourism, is one of the fastest growing areas within the world’s largest industry [49]. Negative impacts from tourism occur when the level of visitor use is higher than the environment’s ability to cope, on account of not keeping changes brought about within acceptable limits [50]. Uncontrolled conventional tourism poses potential threats to many natural areas around the world. It can put enormous pressures on an area and lead to impacts such as soil erosion, increased pollution, discharges of waste into the sea, natural habitat loss and increased pressure on endangered species [51]. Attractive landscape sites, such as sandy beaches, lakes, riversides, and mountain tops and slopes, are often transitional zones, characterized by species-rich ecosystems. Typical physical impacts of tourism include the degradation of such ecosystems [26].

Usually, fish captured by anglers are released. However, there can be substantial post-release mortality if they are not correctly released [27]. In addition to contributing directly to global fishery declines through harvest or mortality, recreational fisheries can contribute to alterations in system function and quality [52]. Discarded fishing line and hooks can foul birds, marine mammals, coral reefs and other marine life, resulting in substantial injury and mortality. Anglers may also disturb wildlife by trampling riparian vegetation to gain access to fishing spots along the shoreline or river banks, or they may increase the nutrient load in the fishery through ground baiting (spreading live bait around in the water close to where they are fishing to draw in fish). Recreational boat traffic and the associated noise pollution, waves, erosion, and scarring also contribute to environmental degradation [20]. Also, solid waste dumped into the waters and pollution coming directly from recreational boats’ motors tend to reduce oxygen levels in the water, thereby reducing the chances of survival for aquatic biota [53].

In Bangladesh, despite the immense potential of FbE, there exist several problems along with the above stated global scenarios. According to the respondents of this study, the most prominent issues to be considered were the following:

- Cultural acceptance of fishery-based tourism as a source of livelihood
- Infrastructure development for fishery-based tourism facilities
- Inept promotional activity and lack of tourism awareness among the local people
- Dependence on private sector action and lack of monetary support for the project
- Environmental pollution and unplanned development, particularly in coastal areas
- Security and safety provisions, for local and especially for foreign tourists
- Lack of legislation, regulation, standards, guidelines, and safety codes
- Coordination and integration of the activities of different agencies (Government and non-governmental, fishers, scientists, tour operators, and other FbE stakeholders).

3.5. Management Strategy of FbE in Bangladesh

To set up a sustainable FbE in Bangladesh, a carefully planned management strategy is needed. Through proper guidelines, it is possible to start FbE in practice to make the aquatic ecosystems and adjacent landmass a driver for the national economy of Bangladesh. We here propose a strategic framework for FbE management in Bangladesh [22] consisting of three factors (Figure 4): focus on potential sectors, information gathering through study and FbE governance.
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Focusing on potential sectors: A focus on the sectors which have the most significant economic potential (i.e., fisheries; riverine, coastal, and marine tourism; mangrove and swamp forests, and wetlands) is the first key to viable and sustainable FbE in the country. First, the fisheries sector must progress towards implementing best practices for sustainable fisheries management. It is furthermore crucial that this is done in dialog with pertinent stakeholders. The astonishing beauty and immense variety of aquatic ecosystems in Bangladesh can attract many holidaymakers both from within the country and from abroad, but for this, to work, these ecosystems need to be carefully protected as part of the development process. Thus, the FbE strategy must ensure the smart, sustainable, and inclusive development of the aquatic ecosystems in order to unlock the potential of this promising sector.

Information gathering through study: Research activities to generate knowledge are essential components in the certainty and security of sustainable FbE. While the positive impact that tourism can have culturally and economically cannot be denied, there are also many risk factors involved for tourist destinations. Even FbE may result in clearly undesirable impacts on the local environment, culture, and lifestyle. Such adverse effects can be lessened, or even prevented, by conducting empirical studies to discover potential problems and practical solutions to them in advance, involving relevant stakeholders in the process. Furthermore, since FbE is a complex activity involving dynamic social interaction processes that cover several sectors of the economy, joint planning efforts—conducted in conjunction with ecological, sociological and economic research initiatives—are necessary to ensure active cooperation between various sectors and stakeholders, so as to reduce the risks of mutual distrust stifling the FbE initiatives [54]. Then, since FbE activities take place in specific localities, their spatial characteristics must be considered in term of spatial planning.
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stakeholders. In general, the benefits of spatial planning are economic, social, and environmental. Hence there is an urgency to research FbE spatial planning. Furthermore, monitoring of FbE areas through government administrations (Ministry of Fisheries and Environment, law enforcement authorities—Police, Coastguard, Navy) for environmental safety and security, fisheries control, and cultural heritage will ensure sustainable FbE.

FbE governance: Governance is the exercise of political, economic, or administrative power to manage a country’s resources, affairs and societal problems [56]. As tourism is a cross-sectional occurrence, involving a wide range of involved parties (stakeholders) from almost every domain, who have different and often contradictory interests and agendas, decisions about tourism development should be balanced between national and local needs, the private sector and the state, local communities, the communities of citizens, between the tourists and the mass media [57]. FbE governance is about managing and using aquatic systems and resources in a way that keeps the aquatic systems healthy, productive, safe, secure and resilient. To build an excellent FbE governance practice, it is crucial to adopt a comprehensive approach, integrating all aquatic issues (fresh water and marine) in Bangladesh, using a robust set of mandatory environmental rules to ensure the use of aquatic resource sustainably. All in all, applying effective governance strategies, specifically through transparency (all decisions taken by stakeholders in and outside the sector, as well as their enforcement in a manner that abides by the rules and regulations of the particular society and internationally accepted practices), accountability (intention and ability of specific people involved in the community or projects to give an account of their ongoing or future plans and activities and their expenditure and revenue to their colleagues, the general public or authorities so that they can be held accountable if things go wrong) and integration (the critical issues for effective combination comprise population level and technological advancement, research centers and academic institutions as well as related international organizations) would ensure sustainable FbE in Bangladesh.

Implementation of a FbE management framework: Neither the government alone, nor a single powerful tourism organization, can develop a thriving tourism destination. A variety of public and private sector stakeholders must collaborate in tourism destination planning, decision-making, and management [58]. Effective collaboration not only helps to build secure networks among various stakeholders [59], but it also enables those stakeholders to access the necessary resources to achieve their goals [30]; both of which are crucial for sustainable tourism development [27]. Possible stakeholders in Bangladesh related to the FbE sector, including research institutes, government agencies, donor agencies, international NGOs, local NGOs, recreational fishing tour operators, and communities including fishers. To implement the proposed framework for FbE management, integration of all FbE stakeholders is needed. Overall a co-management approach (sharing responsibilities among different FbE stakeholders) is vital to implement the proposed framework.

3.6. Suggestions

Our results reveal that integration between fisheries and tourism can expand the potential of providing jobs for local communities, especially fishery workers who can become more involved in the tourism sector. Similar research was conducted in Sardinia, Italy, and Taiwan as well [18]. Furthermore, based on literature reviews, observation and interviews with relevant stakeholders, this research analysis has identified the following possible steps or recommendations to develop the integration of fisheries and tourism in Bangladesh:

- River cruises have become major tourist attractions, giving a boost to the tourism industry. There are hundreds of angling locations around the country yet to be explored and to be put into focus for attracting tourists. Initiatives should be carried out to explore the unfamiliar places.
- Since the people of Bangladesh in the river and coastal areas are friendly in behavior and most believe in hospitality, they would likely utilize an opportunity to increase their family income and accept a role in tourism development. Also, fish landing, and fish processing activities
are also appealing to be developed as part of the travel package. Such things can be part of fisheries-tourism activity trip packages in Bangladesh [60].

- By using their specific skills and equipment, small-scale fishers can offer services to tourists (e.g., act as guides along the coast or take people on their boats to watch wildlife). The fishing activity itself may also be a source of extra income, as a tourist may be willing to pay for the opportunity to attend fishers at work. Some fishers may even be able to offer accommodation in traditional fishing cottages as an added activity. Beyond this, tourists can consume locally produced fish, if there are restaurants or fish shops where they are available, thus creating other opportunities for fishers to market their catch [61].

- For tourists, seafood is an essential local culinary attraction. There is a high demand for local seafood among tourists visiting the region as well as among residents. Experiencing the local fishing culture and heritage is also an essential part of what attracts tourists. Furthermore, restaurants try to buy fresh and local seafood as much as possible. However, there is a need to develop a more consistent supply of sustainably harvested, fresh, regional, and traceable seafood for restaurants [62].

- Local entrepreneurs and infrastructure developers may explore avenues to invest in building hotels, resorts, and recreational centers near coastal areas. Also, the financial institutions should relax their existing money lending policies to encourage borrowers to receive a bank loan to set up new infrastructures.

- NGOs should take the lead to conduct empowerment activities on tourism matters at the local level and can help in tourism promotion. Local influence groups such as regional political parties, cultural organizations, and civil societies may introduce advocacy activities at the policy level to expand the sort of tourism intended to benefit the poor, working to achieve poverty reduction, conservation of natural resources and promotion of traditional cultures, and building peace and stability [49].

- Tourist Sites and natural attractions should be made more easily accessible through introducing a public transportation system. For the development of the tourism industry, Bangladesh needs to develop more basic services such as hotels, resorts and guest houses. Promotion of these services should be done in cooperation between the private sector and the government tourism organization.

- Tourism professionals need to build personal relationships with charismatic and dynamic fishers, to progressively involve them in providing various services and forms of hospitality to tourists. Such relationships can be initiated, for instance, by organizing joint working groups or promotional events.

- Formulating and proper implementation of a long-term strategic plan and positive attitudes towards attractive Bangladeshi sites can easily foster the growth of FbE in Bangladesh. In this case, a development plan can include recognition of existing systemic problems and identify strategic plans to solve problems with minimal effort and costs, which will guide the system in a desirable direction [23]. First, FbE systems must be formed, led and operated by residents in order to help the local community claim its share of the profits from FbE. This must be complemented by the development of cooperative governance that guarantees an appropriate level of support from the central government, local government and specialist groups, in order to enhance local capacity. Second, tourism operators must strengthen the quality of ecological, cultural and heritage education and interpretive programs, and regularly update information platforms, which will strengthen ecotourists’ sense of responsibility. Third, ecotourists and operators with an enhanced sense of responsibility must maintain the FbE system voluntarily. The sustainability of FbE is based on an understanding of the willingness to bear some inconveniences in the process of maintaining attractions and recognizing the importance of natural resource conservation [63]. For sustainable FbE development, and to make FbE marketable, emphasis can be given to the following model of 10 A’s (Figure 5) which in turn calls for a high degree of interdepartmental involvement as well as
clear understanding of the situation and policy by multiple stakeholders [35]. Furthermore, the overall sustainable development plan should reflect every aspect of the diagram below, and a system must be developed that will ensure the effective coordination and integration of the 10 A’s with the participation of all stakeholders involved in FbE.

![Diagram of FbE framework]

**Figure 5.** Marketability of a FbE Destination [35].

4. Conclusions

The FbE concept is now a standard procedure in the developed countries, while it is still a new concept for the tourism industry in Bangladesh. Furthermore, there are several challenges to the implementation of this concept in Bangladesh, including acceptance of fishery-based tourism as a livelihood effort, the need for infrastructure development, a lack of investment support, risks of environmental damage, a lack of policies for both regulating and promoting this sector, and the need to integrate the concerns of different stakeholders in the process. To foster FbE and to thereby generate employment in the country and add value to the gross domestic product, the government may come forward and develop a network of building programs that will enhance the abilities of agencies, private sector entities (tour operators, accommodation providers, transport providers) and local fishing communities. They must also take into consideration the interests of local people concerning employment generation, business opportunities, education and infrastructure development. By promoting responsible tourism development and controlling the potential negative aspects of tourism development, the government may begin to create a tourist-friendly environment in areas of the country which have much to offer to visitors and holidaymakers. There is also an urgency to make people understand how ‘tourism and fisheries’ are connected. The media need to be involved in promoting the possibilities of FbE as a potential emerging sector in Bangladesh. All in all, FbE in Bangladesh requires fully considering socioeconomic and environmental impacts and minimizing the adverse effects on fisheries and fishery products. Appropriately done, FbE could be a practical means of implementing the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in Bangladesh, with a focus on SDG 1 (poverty alleviation), SDG 2 (food security), SDG 3 (healthy life and well-being), SDG 8 (sustainable economic growth), SDG 12 (sustainable consumption and production), and SDG 14 (sustainable use of the oceans and marine resources). We recommend that marketing strategies and an overall FbE
management framework be the bases for action programs, both to meet these goals and to establish Bangladesh as an attractive FbE destination.

The present study is based on literature reviews and in-country interviews. The status of tourism, the potential for FbE, challenges, development of a FbE framework and recommendations in implementing a FbE framework in Bangladesh are described. The findings of this study can be generalized after considering certain limitations. We considered only published articles and a limited number of interviews with possible stakeholders; while our research strives to be objective, it is indeed not comprehensive. We have not generated sufficient primary data to justify drawing broad scientific conclusions on these matters. Nor is there yet enough secondary source literature available to draw definitive conclusions regarding the current status of FbE studies from the Bangladeshi perspective.

Regarding further research, it is necessary to consider what would constitute effective governance and conflict resolution mechanisms for FbE. There are knowledge gaps which may need to be filled before recreational fishery tourism or FbE can be effectively implemented and managed as a practical alternative livelihood strategy. However, the existing theory, synthesis of respondents’ perspectives, and the FbE management framework presented in this study may provide a starting point for thinking about and generating new responsible tourism opportunities linked to small-scale fisheries and ecotourism.
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